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NYQ Books™ announces the publication of Yellow Trophies
by Thomas Kielty Blomain
July 20, 2016 - New York, NY - NYQ Books™ is proud to announce the publication of
Yellow Trohpies by Thomas Kielty Blomain. At times funny and at times savage, sometimes implacable and sometimes resigned, Yellow Trophies is a deep-mine exploration
of bittersweet ironies. It is a cohesive composition of random notes on chaos theory
and childhood mischief; a defiant sneer at the changeless guards of corruption; an echo
from reverberating myths of vague ancestors and youthful excess; a document of the
glory of loss. Equal parts testimony, insult, love letter, challenge, and apology, it is a partial list of what gets left behind and what gets carried forward, itemized while swallowing the inevitable regrets we all need to develop a taste for—set in the curious vortex
and vacuum of Scranton, Pennsylvania.
Tom Blomain was born in Scranton in 1957, attending parochial school until his family moved to the suburb of
Clarks Summit, where he went to public school. There, he was part of a crew named Most Mischievous in their
high school yearbook. His record for suspensions may still stand today. He attended nearby Keystone Junior
College and graduated from Dickinson College. He was founding editor of the short-lived Northeast Magazine,
before following in his family-line business of insurance, acquiring various professional designations in the
industry, while remaining active in the region’s arts community. His first book of poems entitled Gray Area was
published by Nightshade Press in 2004, for which he also served as editor of the subsequent 5 Poets collection. His second book, Blues From Paradise, was released by Foothills Publishing in 2014. His poetry has also
appeared in several anthologies and periodicals. A songwriter, reasonably good singer and guitar player, he
also writes stories and likes to draw. Occasionally, he co-produces a poetry and music show called Graffiti for
Electric City Television. He lives in Scranton’s historic Hill Section with his wife, Jessica.
NYQ Books™ was established in 2009 as an imprint of The New York Quarterly Foundation, Inc. Its mission is to
augment the New York Quarterly poetry magazine by providing an additional venue for poets who are already
published in the magazine.
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